Sample Curriculum
Fundamentals of Psychoanalysis II (offered in even years)

Unit I (October) Genesis of Klein in Freud
Instructor: Adriana Prengler, LMHP FIPA

Class 1—The external object, and the relation of the Ego to the Object


Class 2—The external object, and the relation of the Ego to the Object—Continued


Class 3—Klein’s Expansion of Freud’s Frame


Class 4 – Clinical Seminar
Unit II (November) Kleinian Basics: Unconscious Phantasy

Instructor: TBD

Class 1 – Unconscious Phantasy


Class 2 – Unconscious Phantasy, cont.


Suggested reading:


Class 3 – Clinical Seminar

Class 4 – Thanksgiving Holiday

Unit III (December) Kleinian Basics: the “Positions”; Transference and its Interpretation

Instructor: Dave Parnes, LICSW

Class 1 – P, S and D

Class 2—The Total Transference: Positive and the Negative


Class 3—Clinical Seminar

Class 4—Winter Holiday

Unit IV. (January 2017) Kleinian Basics: Oedipus Complex and its Resolution
Instructor: Mirta Oelsner, LMHC FIPA

Class 1—Early Oedipal Complex


Class 2—Contemporary Kleinian Technique, Part 1


Class 3—Contemporary Kleinian Technique, Part 2


Class 4—Clinical Seminar
Unit V (February) Winnicott’s Major Contributions
Instructor: Maxine Nelson, LICSW FIPA

Class 1 – Prenatal Life, Birth and Early Trauma

Class 2 – Transference, according to Winnicott

Class 3 – Winnicott on the Psychoanalytic Frame

Class 4 – Clinical Seminar

Unit VI (March) Winnicott: Body, Mind and the Importance of Mothers
Instructor: Julie Hendrickson, LMHC

Class 1 – On Mind and Body
Class 2 – Early Emotional Development


Class 3 – For Mothers and Babies

From Donald Winnicott to the Naughty Step: BBC radio archival broadcasts

Radio 4's Archive Hour programme on the psychoanalyst and parenting expert Donald Winnicott, who first broadcast his idea of the 'good-enough mother'; the mother who wasn't perfect and was free, to some extent, to fail. From 1943-1962 he gave some 50 BBC broadcasts.

Class 4 – Clinical Seminar

Unit VII (April ) Bion: Orienting to the disorienting
Instructor: Dana Blue, LICSW FIPA

Class 1 — Analytic Evolutions


Class 2—Analytic Evolutions 2

Class 3 – Bion, in his own words

WR Bion (2005) Seminar 4; The Tavistock Seminars, Karnac pp.39-51
Youtube video of Bion’s Tavistock seminar. July 3, 1978

Class 4 – Clinical Seminar

Unit VIII (May) Bion: Dream it forward
Instructor: Rikki Ricard, LMHC FIPA

Class 1– Four Principles


Class 2 – Dreaming into Being


Class 3 – Integrations


Class 4 – Clinical Seminar
Unit IX Bion (June) Analytic Presence, Memory and Desire
Instructor: Maxine Anderson, MD FIPA

Class 1 – On Being Present


Class 2 – Bion’s Technique


Class 3 — Thinking and Being with Bion

Dr. Anderson will share some of her own work regarding the evolution of Bion from the Theory of Thinking, to being. Reading will be from the newly published book The Wisdom of Lived Experience (2016) Karnac

Bringing things together: Klein, Winnicott and Bion

Class 4 – Certificates, evaluations, and celebrations.